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Presentation Outline
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• 2. Transport investment and benefit: travel 
time, accessibility, agglomeration and 
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• 3. HSR in Australia – current 
understanding and contours

• 4. HSR benefits: different than we think?  
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1. A brief appetiser from 

economic history: rails and the 

development of the US West

• Economic historians have extensively 

studied an earlier epoch of rail, mainly the 

building of railways throughout the world in 

the 19th century.

• One very well studied phenomenon has 

been the role that the building of the 

Intercontinental railway had on the 

development of the US economy.



Basic findings
• Transport infrastructure is usually assessed 

according to the 'Value of Travel Time Saved' 

(VTTS).

• The advent of railway technology certainly 

increased the speed of travel and thus notionally 

reduced the amount of time spent traveling from 

point to point.

• But the historical evidence shows that VTTS may 

not have been the main benefit of the railways.

• Changes in accessibility to markets may have been 

as or more important.  



Did these travel technologies 

primarily deliver 'VTTS’?



2. A typology of rail investment 

benefits
• Consider an economy characterised by 

the following two functions:

• (1) Y = f(K,L)

• (2) U = f(c
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This, of course is a simple depiction of an 

economy with a production function (1) 

and a consumption/utility function (2). 



VTTS as the major transport 

benefit
• Transport is generally seen as a 'derived' 

demand, i.e. in the quest for getting things 

we really want we have to 'consume' a 

certain amount of transport.  

• We don't want the transport itself but 

consume it as a means to the end of 

getting the things that give us utility.

• Hence reducing travel time is a 

consumption 'good'.  This is the major 

basis of VTTS: as a consumption benefit.



Productivity benefits – a VTTS 

perspective
• Productivity benefits primarily come, however, 

through the production side of the economy. VTTS 

'productivity' benefits could be acting in this way:

• Y = f(0.X*L, K)

• In other words, VTTS could be allowing for the same 

Y to be delivered for a fraction of L that was used 

prior to the rail investment.  For example, perhaps 

workers are less tired with new shorter commutes or 

have worked during their commutes.

• This is not easy to measure and not typically used in 

VTTS analysis.



Productivity benefits – non VTTS
• More typically transport productivity 

benefits would look like the following:

• N*Y=f(K,L), where N>1

• Here N represents some increase in Y per 

unit of input that is activated by changes in 

production that are enabled by a transport 

investment.

• These must be considered completely 

separately from VTTS benefits, although 

reduced travel time is often the channel for 

creating 'N'.



Sources of 'N'
• Accessibility: the shape of the market expands and 

allows for greater potential demand which drives 

greater supply which in turn drives things like 

greater division of labour and economies of scale.

• Agglomerations: people can increase their density at 

key points because density has positive 'returns'.

• Two points: (1) accessibility and agglomeration are 

closely related and (2) they only become 

'economies' if there is increase in net productivity on 

the production side. 

• If there are just transfers but not net gains 

these may have social value but are not 

productivity benefits.



Types of agglomeration benefits
• Agglomeration benefits (i.e. true productivity 

increases) are varied but Hensher et al (2013) 

notes three main types:

• input/output linkages between intermediate 

and final goods

• Labour market interactions

• Knowledge spillovers

• Agglomerations might have any or all of these 

features and actually more and the lines 

between these might be fuzzy.

• Y = f(K,L) ← f, K and/or L might all be affected.



3. Australian HSR and VTTS
• Analysis of Australian HSR has, like most project 

analyses, effectively focused on VTTS and some 

closely related effects.

• The basic idea of the recent 'Phase 2' report is to 

look at current travel demand and projections for 

travel growth along a proposed rail alignment from 

Melbourne through to Brisbane.

• The report then determines the cost of building and 

operating these lines against the travel time saved 

and the value of these savings to different types of 

users. 

• Depending upon assumptions used most of the 

bottom line BCRs are greater than 1.



Travel times centre-centre



4. HSR benefit channels

• (1) HSR → VTTS → u(c)

• (2) HSR → accessibility → agglomeration 

→ Y = f(K,L)

• With respect to (1) all we are concerned 

with is that it takes travellers less time to 

get to and from major capital city 

downtowns and time is money/value.

• But (2) may be the more important 

element



Day returns
• For example,Brisbane-Sydney (2:37) and 

Sydney-Melbourne (2:44) downtown returns 

could conceivably now be day-trips rather than 

overnight trips with (a) single-mode rather than 

mode switching (as with airplane travel) and (b) 

potentially higher productivity 'work-time' during 

the trip.

• We don't know if net production side economies 

exist due to this or how big they would be but 

this could be a very important impact.

• Brisbane-Melbourne (5:21) is probably too long 

to offer much to business travel in this regard.



The regional dimension
• Of course this is not just 

about capital cities.

• Regional cities could now be 

'commutable' in ways that 

they are not now.  

• Are there net productivity 

benefits to this?  Again, not 

sure but these could be 

important and there may be 

regional equity value.  There 

is, however, a stop-

alignment speed tradeoff to 

consider . 



Airline-rail splits
• The phase 2 report considers diversion of 

trips from air to rail.

• These diversions have net gains in terms of 

VTTS, ie travel times are reduced overall.  

• They could conceivably have productivity 

dimensions as well, not considered in the 

Phase 2 report.  The report assumes that 

airline capacity will be reduced, but it could 

well be redeployed as well, to service other 

centre, potentially broadening accessibility, 

or at least reshaping it.



Cost elements
• The Phase 2 report provides for a great amount 

of tunneling, 144 kms or 8% of the total.

• The Phase 2 alignment considers spurs through 

Canberra and the Gold Coast along the way.

• Both these elements add considerably to cost 

but tunnels have less externality impact (though 

slower speeds) and spurs increase market 

reach.

• There could be cost savings with different 

choices, e.g. enhanced local transit instead of 

spurs or less tunneling. 



Conclusions

• HSR in Australia is expensive but 

potentially transformative.

• Worth it?  Probably impossible to say 

definitively in advance.

• But perhaps the key element is to have 

productivity gains lead the analysis/design 

horse rather than VTTS since these may 

be the main changes that an HSR will 

deliver.


